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I. INTRODUCTION

The costing algorithm used here was started at the time of the SSC proposal, was updated and presented[l]
at the Port Jefferson VLHC meeting in October 2000, and has been slightly modified again for this study.
The method starts from a specified central field and aperture, and uses approximate formulae to design the
dipole magnet cross sections. The required masses of superconductor, stabilizing copper, support stainless
steel, and yoke are calculated, and the surface area of the cold mass determined. Costs per unit weight, or
area/temperature, are assigned for each item and a linear cost added to cover the tunnel, supports, magnet
ends, correctors, quadruples, survey etc. The unit costs were originally extracted from the SSC estimates,
but have been inflated and modified since. They have no Intersection Point magnets, detectors, detector halls,
EDIA, contingency, R&D or escalation. The assumed linear cost, including magnet ends, with the inflation
factor, is 22 k$/m.

If the aperture is small, as in the pipeatron, the ma~mets can be long, end costs reduced, and the packing
factor improved. This expectation is confirmed by the recent Fermilab VLHC study [l?]. Using the total estimate
from this study, the algorithm has been modified to include these effects.

Beam pipe apertures are scaled to maintain a fixed beam impedance. This scaling requires the apertures r
to increase as the cube root of the circumferences and thus: r x B–113. The proportionality is normalized to
either: a) the LHC, with a beam shield radius of 2.2 cm at a field of S.3 T: or b) a transmission Line Magnet
(also known as the Pipeatron), with a beam tube radius of 9 mm at a field of 2 T. This case has approximately
30 times the impedance of case (a). Stability in this case, with appropriate feedbacks, is discussed in the VLHC
Study[2] and in the proceedings of a VLHC workshop at SLJ4C[3]. Vle will assume here that it can indeed be
done.

TABLE I: Optimum Fields and Minimum ring costs per TeV (relative to SSC)

NbTi 4 deg NbTi 1.8 deg Nb3Sn 4 deg HTS 2.0deg NbTi Pipeatron
cost B cost B cost B cost B cost B

a) LHC Z .91 5.9 .9 6.6 .86 7.1 .78 8.0 1.89 2.0
b) Pipeatron Z .54 5,2 .55 5.9 .53 6.0 .50 6.4 1.00 2.0

II. COSTS VS. FIELDS

Figures la and b show the cost of rings assuming a) apertures with LHC impedances, and b) pipeatron
impedances . Table I gives the fields that minimize the costs, and those costs relative to the SSC. In the “SSC’”
example two rings of one-in-one magnets is assumed. In the “ Pipeatron” case a simple circukr model is used
(see figure 2d). In all other cases, two-in-one desie~ are assumed. The cost of ~b~sn or “HTS” conductor is
assumed to be twice that of ~Ti. The current in the “ HTS” is xsumed equal to that in ~b3 SFi at 7T, but
with a critical field of 20 T (this is a lot better than any currently avaj]able HTS conductor). JVe note:
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All experiments have been done with the maximum magnetic field, B~W, at the

center of superconducting solenoid set to 4.6 T. The electron beam current was l.l = 7.5 A

and energy of electron beam in the ion trap was E,l = 21 keV. The ion traps had axial

potential well of 6.7 kV. For ion injection a LEVA ion source [8] was used. It delivered a
beam of Au ions with current -20 pA. Details of ion injection can be found in [9]. The
potential distribution on drift tubes was optimized for maximum efficiency of ion
injection and accumulation.

The main parameters of the two versions of ion trap are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the ion traps

Short trap Long trap
Ion trap length L, cm 71 107

Number of drifl tubes 4 6

Q.,, nc 61.3 92.5

BT 4.466 0.191mmy
Bmh/Bin= 0.971 0.041

Jo, , Alcm2 I 543.0 I 437.5 I..

L/Jel_max
1.0 0.806

AU,~~ ~~ , kV 5,7 3.0

Qgl- capacity of ion trap for electron current forlel = 7.5 A and .EC1= 21 keV

Bfi~ - minimum magnet field in the ion trap
L

J
Je,ak

~=”, - average electron current density in the ion trap
L

J ,1 ~; - electron current density in the center of the solenoid

AU,o~ ~ - minimum depth of the radial potential well (for the long trap, taken on the

gun side of the trap)
The current of extracted ion beam was measured with a current transformer at a

distance of 46 cm from the EBTS exit. The energy of extracted ions with charge state q in

the beam line at ground potential was EiO. ~= qxl 2 keV.—

In. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To compare performances of the two versions of the ion trap both extracted ion
current at the exit of EBTS and charge state spectra of these ion beams have been
measured. Data on the intensity of extracted ion beam fi-om each of the ion traps are
presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of the total extracted ion charge QiO~(nC) with Au injection for

the long trap (solid line) and short trap (dashed line).

One can see that at all confinement times used the intensity of extracted ion beam
from the long trap is higher than from the short trap. The relative advantage of the long
trap with respect to the short one reduces with longer confinement time.

The intensity of ion beam extracted from the long trap stays higher than for the short

Q
trap, but the neutralization factor -# for the long trap is lower than for the short trap.
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With increased confinement time this difference increases (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the neutralization factor on the confinement time. Long trap -
solid line, short trap - dashed line.
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Without ion injection the rate of neutralization of the electron space charge with
residual gas ions for the short trap was higher than for the long trap: the short trap gets
neutralized faster than the long trap.

Oscillograms of ion
presented in Fig. 4.

pulses with integrals of ion currents for both ion traps are
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Fig. 4. Oscillograms of ion current measured with the current transformer. Bottom:
traces of ion current extracted from short (3) and long (C) traps, 100mV=100pA. Top:
integrals of ion current measured between cursors for the short (B) and long (D) traps,
1pVs=lnC

The pulse widths (FWHM) from the long and short traps are 120 p and 170 ps,
respectively.

Charge state spectra of extracted ions were measured with a time-of-flight mass-
spectrometer (Fig. 5).

a b
Fig. 5. Charge state spectra of ions extracted from the long (a) and short (b) traps

after confinement time 2.5 ms for 1,1= 7.5 A. Cursor for both cases is on Aulg+.

Earlier, preliminary, experiments with an ion trap 145 cm long (drift tubes 3-1 O) were
done with 1-3 A electron current and external injection from a Cs ion source. The
operation of EBTS with this trap was stable and the longer trap also produced more ions.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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1. Within the confinement times studied the absolute intensity of the ion beam extracted
from the long trap is higher than for the short trap, but the rate of ion losses from the long
trap is higher. As one can see from Fig. 6 the long trap has a shallower radial potential at
its upstream end; this causes the trapped ions to escape faster in the radial direction.
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Fig. 6. Calculated radial potential distribution inside the drift tubes for electron current
I@l= 7.5 A and E=l= 21 keV. Vertical lines indicate radii of electron beam. Dotted lines -

-- center of the short trap, solid lines — gun side (upstream) end of the long trap.

2. Faster ion extraction from the long trap compared to the short trap can be explained
with the same effect of shallower radial well. Ions with energy higher than the depth of
radial potential well in the long trap are lost on the wall of drift tube in the region of
minimum radial potential well. For this reason the energy spread of the confined ions in
the long trap is narrower compared to the short trap, and, with the same rate of extraction
potential applied to the trap drift tubes for both cases, it takes less time to cross that part
of well filled with ions for the long trap than for the short one.
3. The fact that the short ion trap neutralizes with residual gas faster than the long trap
seems surprising, but it can be explained by the specifics of generation and trapping the
ions of residual gas in EBTS. With high electron current operation the highest potential in
the electro-optical system is on the anode of electron gun, not the barrier drifl tubes. All
ions generated in electron beam between anode and the trap are sliding into the trap and
have a chance to be ionized and trapped, contributing to the accumulated ion charge. This
means that the area of ion generation is longer than the short trap itselfl and in fact it
extends to the anode of electron gun. With electron space charge in the short trap smaller
than in the long trap its neutralization rate is higher than for the long trap.
4. For the same electron current 1,1= 7.5 A and confinement time ~co~2.5 ms the charge

state of Au ions in the maximum of the spectrum is higher for the short trap (q=21)
compare to the long trap (q=l 9). Lower ionization efllciency for the long trap is caused
by the lower average electron current density in this trap than in the short trap (see .Table
1).
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V. CONCLUSION

The experimental results on EBTS operation with ion trap extended in one direction
from 71 to 107 cm indicate that ion source operates in a stable mode; ions of gold can be
injected, confined and extracted fi-om this trap in the same fashion as for regular short
trap. Experimental data obtained with 7.5 A electron beam and ion trap length 107 cm are
consistent with previous experiments with ion trap length 145 cm and electron beam
current up to 3 A. All of the observed effects can be explained within a basic EBIS
model, confirming that EBTS with an extended ion trap operates as a classical EBIS.
These experimental results are encouraging for the project of RHIC EBIS which will
have an ion trap of 1.5 m and electron current 10A.
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